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The Fear of Man
A Self-Check List

The fear of man is a Biblical type of fear that has to do with a constant preoccupation over what
others think of you. The Bible says that fearing people is a dangerous trap, but trusting the Lord
means safety (Prov. 29:25). Does your life revolve around what people think about you or what
God thinks about you? Go through the list below and determine how much of your life is in other
people’s hands. Determine to trust God and live for His purposes and dreams so your life is full of
purpose, joy and significance.
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– Are you more concerned about men’s opinion of you or God’s opinion of you?
– Do you lie to protect your image, position, or status?
– Is your desire to excel driven by a desire to please God or the fear of failure?
– Do you say ‘yes’ for fear of disappointing others, but later resent it secretly?
– Do you abstain from doing what God has called you to avoid the pain of rejection?
– Do you feel a knot in your stomach every time someone disagrees with you?
– Are you embarrassed easily?
– Are you devastated by rejection?
– Is your respect and admiration of people based upon their approval of you?
– Are you intimidated by people who have stronger convictions than you?
– Does your insecurity lead you to criticize others?
– Does your audience dictate the viewpoint you take on a specific issue?
– Do you change, understate, or overstate your views in order to gain favor with men?
– Are you afraid to confront wrongdoing because of possible negative results?
– Are you silent in opportunities to speak up to defend a just cause?
– Do you tolerate malicious slander for fear of negative repercussions if you speak out?
– Do you say negative things about others to agree with those who hold these views?
– Whose reputation is more important: Yours or God’s?
– Does your dread of “being found out” keep you from being honest about your sins?
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– When a friend drifts away into moral calamity, do you hesitate to confront
for fear of being scorned?
– Do you compromise your values or beliefs to find acceptance with your friends?
– Is it okay with you if your friends shun you because you choose to honor God?
– Are you always chasing fads because you want to fit in?
– What is more valuable to you: Your social image or your identity in Christ?
– Are you obsessed with having the right clothes, the right look, the right gadgets,
the right car, or the right house?
– Are you afraid to discipline your children because you need their approval?
– Do you discipline your children because you don’t want them to make you look bad?
– Do you allow lies and mis-statements because you are afraid of conflict?
– Do you have to have the “last word” even when your opinion is unrequested?
– Have you ever been strongly compelled to share with someone about Jesus, but
found yourself crippled by the fear of rejection?
Refuse to let fear sit on the throne of your heart and dictate to you where to find comfort in
difficult situations. Trust God and make Him your protector and source of safety. If you always
do what is right, with the right heart, everything will be alright.
“The LORD is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? the
LORD is the strength of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?”
–Ps. 27:1
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